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verest legend Doug Scott has
released the remarkable story
of his and Chris Bonington’s
first ascent of Pakistan’s Ogre
in audiobook format. The Ogre is
the first book by mountaineering
publisher Vertebrate Publishing to
be made available as an audiobook.
(See the review of the print version
in the Spring 2018 Outdoor Focus.)
Commenting on its release Scott
said, ‘I’m thrilled Vertebrate
Publishing chose The Ogre as its
first audiobook publication. It’s

n anonymous OWPG member once said:
‘There are two larger than life figures in the
Cairngorms: the Grey Man of Ben Macdui, and
Adam Watson.’ Few people have been so closely
identified with one mountain range than the
wildly-white-bearded ecologist and mountaineer
Adam Watson and his beloved Cairngorms. Watson
died at the age of 88 in January.

When he was presented with the Guild’s coveted
Golden Eagle award in 2013, Watson claimed: ‘I knew
that when I went alone on a big trip on skis (to the
Cairngorms), that I would not just be coming back in one
piece, but better than when I started.’
In his acceptance speech, Watson was scathing about
the over-protective attitude to going to the hills. ‘You’re
told you shouldn’t go alone in summer, let alone in
winter – and it’s complete baloney… and completely
misguided.
‘There’s no substitute for a gradual apprenticeship,
where you start with lower hills…and gradually working
up to the higher hills in summer time, understanding
maps almost like a photographic memory, as well as the
terrain, and navigating and enjoying it, even if you can’t
see your feet in whiteouts.’
Watson’s apprenticeship was served in the company
of such giants as Seton Gordon and Tom Weir (a
previous winner of the Golden Eagle). Born in Turriff,
Aberdeenshire, Watson was the son of a solicitor and
naturalist and gained a first class honours in zoology
at Aberdeen University in 1952. After gaining his PhD,
he joined the Nature Conservancy’s unit on grouse
and moorland ecology, and his definitive Collins New
Naturalist book on Grouse was the result.
He later took up climbing and cross-country skiing
(he was the first person to ski-tour the six Cairngorm
tops in one day in 1962), and rewrote the Scottish
Mountaineering Club’s guide to the Cairngorms in 1975,
updating further editions.
But the book Watson will perhaps be best
remembered for was his seminal The Cairngorms: their
natural history and scenery with Desmond NethersoleThompson, first published by Collins in 1974.
Despite being a scourge of the establishment, Watson
received many national and international honours,
including in 2005, the John Muir Trust’s lifetime
achievement award.
Watson was married to Jenny, who died in 2016, for
64 years, and is survived by his daughter and son and
two granddaughters.

www.steve-davison.co.uk

The Outdoor Writers and Photographers Guild is the only UK-based association of media professionals
working largely or entirely on outdoor subjects. Our members cover every field of activity and all
corners of the globe. They include writers, journalists, film makers, photographers, publishers and
editors, all with a passionate interest in the outdoors. For more information visit www.owpg.org.uk.
All images and text copyright the authors. Unauthorized use and/or duplication of this material
without express and written permission is strictly prohibited.
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Roly Smith says farewell to a
true friend of the Cairngorms

testament to how much readers
have engaged with the story. Now
the book can be heard read aloud for
the first time, the truth of the story
behind our ascent can potentially be
made available to an entirely new
audience’.
If you’d like to submit ideas for articles
for the autumn issue please contact
me by email - davidtphoto@gmail.com
for further details. The deadline for all
contributions is 15 August 2019.

2019 AGM WEEKEND
A
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full day messing about in a boat is among
activities that members will be able to enjoy at
the Guild’s Big Weekend, in October.
Formal booking for the event, including the
AGM, is now open and members can also help shape
activities by indicating their preferences.
Anyone who has already advised organiser Stan
Abbott that they intend to be there should by now
have received from Stan a
formal booking confirmation
and deposit request. Anyone
else wanting to go can also
download this using this link:
www.bit.ly/OWPG2019AGM,
along with the activities
preferences form.
A deposit of £60 is payable
for each member and guest –
£50 if paid before July 31.
Be sure to block off the
weekend of Friday October 7
to Monday October 10 and join
other members and guests for
what promises to be a really
exciting weekend.
The Guild’s AGM will take place on Saturday
October 8, at 4pm, followed by our annual awards
ceremony and Guild dinner. We’re doing things
a little differently this year, with the Awards
ceremony coming straight after the welcome drinks
and nibbles, sponsored once again by Cicerone as
part the company’s 50th anniversary celebrations.
Our base for the Big Weekend is the Waveney
River Centre, which is on the border between Norfolk
and Suffolk, not far from Lowestoft. The Centre
offers a range of different types of accommodation,
from camping, yurts and pods at one end of the scale
up to top quality hotel rooms at the other.

Our main accommodation is in three very well
appointed apartments, housing a total of 18 guests
in a combination of double and twin rooms. The
cost per guest per night is £30 if sharing a room
or £40 per night for single occupancy. As this
accommodation is primarily for members who will
be staying for all three nights, there is a modest
supplement for two-night stays.
Among facilities at the venue
are an indoor swimming pool,
hot tubs, and canoe and kayak
hire, as well as the chance to
explore the miles of scenic
Broads and their rich wildlife.
Trains serve nearby Oulton
Broad, as well as Beccles and
Hadiscoe.
This year, we’ll be building
the activities programme
around members’ stated
preferences. At present, we are
committed to hiring the River
Centre’s 12-seat motor cruiser
for a full day on Saturday at a
cost per member of £20 on a first-booked basis. If
demand exceeds supply, it may be possible to hire
one the Centre’s smaller boats in addition.
Kayaks and canoes are also available from £20
for three hours.
Other activities have yet to be finalised and
the final programme will be based on member
preferences, which is why it’s important not just
to complete the event booking form, but also to the
activities form.
www.bit.ly/OWPG2019AGM
www.waveneyrivercentre.co.uk
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We published Fifty Years of Adventure
earlier this year, which is a compilation
of fifty outdoor tales by a good
number of Cicerone’s authors - a list
that includes many familiar OWPG
names. [See Roly Smith’s review in the
Spring 2019 Outdoor Focus.] We’re
also raising funds for both the Juniper
Trust [www.thejunipertrust.org] and
Bendrigg Trust [www.bendrigg.org.
uk] this year. Throughout 2019 there
will also be a number of Cicerone
competitions specifically to celebrate
reaching fifty.

An author has to have a real passion
for their subject and be able to convey
this passion to the reader. This means
having a range of skills. Writing
obviously, but also a good eye for a
photo. An aptitude for cartography is
also very useful, as is - increasingly
- a digital know-how, including a
solid social media presence. Oh,
and tenacity! Something an author
definitely needs to take a book all the
way to completion.

Cicerone’s website, an important sales outlet
for the company. It’s also a place to ﬁnd
valuable outdoor advice and news, and - more
importantly! - the Cicerone Cartoon of the
Month (www.cicerone.co.uk)
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you any valuable advice at the
time?

How important is it that books
are regularly revised?

How has publishing changed
since 1999? What challenges
have you faced in that time?

Is good photography a key
requirement for a Cicerone
guide?

Yes, absolutely. Good photography
has always been a key part of a
Cicerone guide, but we live in an
increasingly visually-literate world
- with social media partially driving
that change. Good - excellent photography will be increasingly
important.

Is there a ‘typical’ Cicerone
reader?

Users come from all parts of UK
and international society, but have a
common passion for the outdoors.
We’re sure that there are armchair
readers of Cicerone books, but there
are many, many more who actively use
the books in the ‘field’.

What are the various steps that
a book goes through from ﬁrst
being commissioned to ﬁnal
publication?

The Mountain Hut Book, by proliﬁc Cicerone
author (and OWPG member) Kev Reynolds

>

Gosh. Before a contract is even
signed there has to be a very clear
assessment of the book. We have to
think carefully about who the book is

aimed at; whether the area the book
covers would provide enough material
for that book; and whether there is a
market for the subject.
Then there is the writing process,
which takes roughly 18 months.
Though ‘writing’ is a very loose term
for what needs to be achieved by the
author! ‘Writing’ includes photography
and mapping too.
The in-house production work on
the book starts once the manuscript
has been delivered by the author. This
generally takes 9 months from delivery
to final publication.

We see this as very important, so we
plan to do this every three or so years.
It’s all too easy to assume that the
countryside changes slowly, but this is
a dangerous assumption. Every time
a book is reprinted it is checked and
updated as necessary.

>

What qualities does a potential
author need to have in order to
write for Cicerone?

celebrates its 50th birthday in 2019. David Taylor talks to Jonathan and Lesley Williams

You and Lesley took over the
running of Cicerone from Walt
Unsworth and Brian Evans in
1999. This must have been a
daunting prospect! Did they give

Walt, Dorothy, Brian and Aileen were
all tremendously helpful in their very
different ways. Especially Brian’s
careful introduction to the art of
guidebook production and printing. I
well remember spending an instructive
twenty minutes with Walt on
publishing as well! Its been interesting
to watch them watching us over the
years, I hope they are (or in Walt and
Dorothy’s case would have been) a
little proud. Not that Walt would have
said so!

How much space do we have? There
has been the move from ‘metal’
typesetting to purely digital design.
Then there’s the rise of Internet online
shopping and the relative decline of
‘physical’ book shops as a result though there are signs that traditional
independent books shops are
recovering some what.
The biggest recent change for us
and for Cicerone was the move from
two converted cottages on Police
Square in Milnthorpe to our new, more
modern offices in Kendal. The move
required a substantial investment but
has resulted in a far more pleasant
working environment. The production
team no longer bake in the summer
from the heat of their PCs, for
example!

places to walk and explore?

Oh definitely. Britain generally is great,
with a fantastic footpath network,
marvellous pubs and varied places
to stay from the comfort of B&Bs to
the slightly less luxurious choice of
bothies.

What books - that you can
tell us about - are currently in
production?

There are 36 new books and
completely revised editions currently
in the pipeline so plenty going on. A
guide to the Kumano Kodo was
published in April. Also in the works
are guides to Lake Garda and Camino
Ingles, the Big Rounds, Rota Vicentina,
the Azores, and the Shropshire Way.
Fifty Years of Adventure, published in 2019

>

Jonathan and Lesley Williams

>

Cicerone is 50 this year, what
plans are there to celebrate this
milestone?

Outdoor publisher Cicerone

Do you ever personally ‘road-test’
a guide before publication?

As often as possible. We usually try to
visit somewhere either before a book
is commissioned, during the writing
period, or before publication. However,
we’re only human and sometimes
this just isn’t possible. This is when
the trust we place in an author is
important.

Are there corners of Britain
that you feel are under-rated as

Digital technology has permeated
every aspect of life now. Do
traditional paper guide books still
have an important role to play?

Customers seem to think so. We
produce eBooks and will be launching
apps this year. But when we ask
customers, the answer is always that
a physical book is important. This is
more than confirmed in our customers’
buying habits.

Where do you think Cicerone will
be in 50 years’ time?

Walking in Northumberland, an OWPG award
winner for Vivienne Crow in 2018

>

50!

Here’s to the first

Gosh. Even though the details will
change, the core Cicerone values
will endure. People wanting a great
adventure - and an inspiring guide to
how to achieve that – is something
that we believe will last.
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Wordsmith

the man with the worlds’ best job

OUR ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

Continuing the series in which the companies and organisations that
share our aims and values introduce themselves.

Kev Reynolds meets someone with a rather unusual souvenir...

B

ack in the old days, before I became a selfnumber of attractive villages and small towns, guided
unemployed scribe, I managed a youth hostel
by an efficient series of waymarks.
with my wife. Interesting times, they were. No
It was summertime and I picked ripe cherries that
two days were the same. The hours were long and
hung over my path, spitting the stones into the longdemanding and the wages pitiful, but we enjoyed each
stemmed grass as I walked. The sun was a big brass
challenge and relished the opportunity to share our
gong, but when the heat haze allowed, I gazed with
love of the countryside with visitors of all ages and all
delight at the snow-capped Bernese Alps across the
nationalities.
flat Mittelland. Crickets threatened my eardrums,
It was that love of the countryside that had initially
and of an evening swifts raced to and fro in a feeding
attracted us to the job, and after serving an unofficial
frenzy.
apprenticeship at a hostel in the Swiss Alps, we came
I made the mistake of carrying a tent, for I’d bivvy
back to the UK with a vision of running our own place
in a meadow sometimes, or stay in a youth hostel or
in the Lake District or Snowdonia – somewhere among
in one of the few mountain huts that were open. One
mountains where we could raise a family and live out
night I slept in a barn near the great limestone cirque
the dream.
of the Creux du Van, from whose rim I saw my first
But fate had other ideas and we found ourselves
brocken spectre. But early in the walk I noticed that
among the greensand hills of Kent, hundreds of miles
Solothurn was not a great distance from my route,
from the nearest mountain. And there we discovered
so when an opportunity arose and I found a public
a wonderland that bound us in its spell. Fifty years on,
telephone (these were pre-mobile days), I dialled
that spell remains as strong as ever.
Ingrid’s number.
During those YHA years we met tens of thousands
‘Stay where you are,’ came the familiar voice. ‘I will
of walkers and cyclists who escaped to the countryside
come and collect you. You must sleep in my place.’
whenever they could, and found that escape enriched
Then she added: ‘If you don’t mind the floor, that is.’
their days. Young and old, they came from Norwich
‘My place’ was a neat, single-storey building on
and Norway, France, Holland
the edge of a small, typically
and Belgium, Bristol and
Swiss town, with an outlook
‘I bought it years ago,’ said Ingrid, ‘to along the gentle curve of
Brentwood, Swanley and
remind me of your corner of Kent. It’s the Jura hills. It was an
Switzerland. They came in
twos and threes, individuals
unremarkable house, the
my idea of heaven,’ she explained.
and groups, loners, odd-bods,
sort you’d retire to when you
outcasts and extroverts, as
couldn’t manage a flight of
well as school parties from home and abroad. But it
stairs, and Ingrid shared it with her elderly mother
wasn’t just the countryside that brought them to our
and a pampered cat. As she showed me into the lounge
neck of the woods, for we also live within spitting
the first thing that caught my eye was a framed print
distance of castles, stately homes, historic buildings
of a watercolour by Rowland Hilder depicting a 16th
and deer parks. There’s something of interest
century farm that stands above my village at home,
wherever you stray.
complete with its twin oasthouses and old barn;
Did I say it’s a wonderland?
winter-bare trees above, sweep of meadow below. It
Ingrid Spielmann came two or three times, bringing
was a painting I’d seen hanging in several houses, but
a group of primary age children from the school
would not have expected to find in Switzerland.
where she taught in Solothurn at the foot of the Jura
‘I bought it years ago,’ said Ingrid, ‘to remind me
mountains. They’d stay a few days, walk across the
of your corner of Kent. It’s my idea of heaven,’ she
fields to Hever and Chartwell, then make a visit to
explained.
London before heading back to Switzerland.
After showering the day’s grime from my body, I
The children wrote thank you notes and sent cards
joined the two women for a simple meal, during which
at Christmas. In between, Ingrid would sometimes
we conversed in a tangle of English punctuated by my
write a brief letter, telling us of other outings she’d
shameful attempts at Schwyzerdeutsch in response to
taken her kids on; chatty letters full of nothing of
the old lady’s questions. Being far too polite to laugh,
any importance, but good to read nonetheless. It
she merely smiled and wondered what the devil I was
was contact we appreciated, for it revealed a level of
prattling on about.
friendship we hadn’t expected, and gave a bonus to our
Meal over, Ingrid went into her study on whose floor
work.
I’d be sleeping, and returned holding a large Havana
But after seventeen years we found ourselves out
cigar. As she handed it to me for inspection, I detected
of tune with the change of direction YHA was taking,
a slightly embarrassed smile pucker her face.
and by sheer fluke I began to earn a living writing
‘When I was a young woman,’ she explained, ‘I
about mountains. A couple of years later, and as part
worked for a short time as an au pair at Chartwell.
of that work, I walked the Jura Höhenweg, a littleWhen I left, I’m afraid I took this as a souvenir.’ She
known trek some 299 kilometres long, that stretches
blushed for a moment, then looked at her mother and
from Dielsdorf outside Zürich to Borex, a small village
laughed out loud.
to the north of Geneva. Along the way it crosses the
‘It’s one of Mr Churchill’s cigars.’
highest summits of the admittedly modest Swiss side
Now I never thought I’d find one of those at the foot
of the range – Mont Tendre, La Dôle and Chasseral,
of the Jura…
all around the 1600 metre mark – passing through a
www.kevreynolds.co.uk
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Based in Hinckley,
Cordee are one of
Britain’s leading
distributors of outdoor
guide books and maps

W

e’re over 45 years old!!
Having started life as a
sole distributor for rock
climbing guidebooks published by the
largest climbing clubs in the UK, the
business now includes distribution
of titles encompassing all outdoor
activities such as walking, cycling,
skiing, surfing, kayaking, canoeing.
While climbing remains at our core,
we’ve seen cycling books flourish in
the last few years and who’d heard of
kayak fishing 10 years ago?
Cordee exist to help publishers,
big or small, of outdoor publications
find a way to market. Whether one
man and his computer or a larger
operation. We offer advice and
guidance from initial concept of the

book right through to selling into
the trade. We look after nearly 80
publishers.
For our customers we aim to
be a one stop shop for all their
outdoor guide and map needs. We
add an average of 30 new titles
to our catalogue every month.
In recent years, we have also
developed and implemented a stock
management system that manages
individual ranges for multiple stores,
replenishing on a weekly basis. We
have a real mix of customers and the
one uniting trait is a love of the great
outdoors.
In 2008 we outgrew our premises
in Leicester, bit the bullet and
relocated to Hinckley (home of
Triumph Motorcycles and The Black
Cab). We had been packing our
orders onto pallets in the carpark!
Now we work from a 14500 sq
ft purpose-built warehouse and
have more than 1,250,000 items in
stock at any one time. We specialise

in sourcing maps and guides from
all over the world. We supply to
countries all over the world and have
even shipped books to Port Lockroy
in the Antarctic.
In 2015 Chris Balic and Jim Wilson
became only the third owners of
Cordee in its history, having bought
the company from previous owner
Richard Robinson. We have a great
team of long serving staff who really
understand our customers and
their needs. We have also recently
welcomed a new member of staff to
the team, Clare, who will be helping
us develop and look after our book
trade customers.
Cordee has a unique and worldrenowned catalogue of books and
maps that is used by the recreation
and book trade throughout the UK
and the world - our challenge is to
support our publishers by keeping
the market supplied with their unique
books.
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WHAT A CARRY-ON
Looking for the best way to carry your camera? Jon Sparks does the heavy lifting

We’ve recently revised the OWPG Advice
Note on Tools of the Trade (i.e. cameras,
lenses and ﬂash), but one element that isn’t
addressed there is how best to carry said
Tools. For working professionals in potentially

challenging outdoor environments, this can be
far from trivial. There’s a basic tension between
protecting what your expensive and potentially
vulnerable piece of kit from harm, and ensuring
that it is always instantly to hand and ready to
shot. Exactly how you strike this balance depends
on a number of factors, among them: Type of
camera (this affects weight and bulk as well as
how robust it is); Need for additional lenses or
other accessories; Time considerations. Time
is always money, but some schedules are more
pressing than others. Trying to complete a winter
Cuillin traverse within daylight hours is a bit
different from a Shropshire ramble for an AA
guide. But we’ve probably all experienced that
‘darn, missed it!’ feeling, whether it was the sun
slicing through the clouds or Kilian Jornet flying
past; Hazards – potentially to you and others
as well as to the camera; Weather conditions.
All, to varying degrees, are activity-specific, so
I’ll discuss my own experience covering various
activities, augmented with a few comments from
other OWPG members (solicited through the
Forum).

Walking and trekking

In good weather, on easy ground, I’m perfectly
happy carrying the camera on a neck-strap. I
replace the original maker’s strap with one that
offers greater comfort and improves weight
distribution. My preferred choice, shared by both
Chris Howes and Chiz Dakin, is Op/Tech; though

The Digital Holster by ThinkTank Photo on its own waist belt. This
size suits a small to medium DSLR but other sizes are available.
8 Outdoor focus | summer 2019

Chiz has found less need with the lighter weight of
a mirrorless camera. Op/Tech straps cost around
£20 and one has served me longer than any
digital camera I’ve had. On rougher terrain, the
camera can swing around or bump against you –
uncomfortable and potentially unsafe. Adjusting
the length of the strap can help, as can slinging
it diagonally round the back. However, this isn’t
easily compatible with rucksacks. My preferred
solution is a pouch, on its own waistbelt or on the
rucksack belt. Having tried various makes, the
one I’ve used for a while now is a ‘Digital Holster’
by ThinkTank Photo. Chris Howes uses an Ortlieb
pouch, with lenses &c in waistbelt pouches. (I’ll
use the term ‘holster’ generically from now on).
I’ve found the holster works well for various
activities, including scrambling. When walking it
rides on the left hip but that doesn’t work when
cross-country skiing (not classic style, anyway)
so it shifts to the small of the back – unless I’m
also carrying a rucksack.

Climbing and mountaineering

On outcrop climbs you may well not carry the
camera at all but shoot from the sidelines. On
slightly longer crag climbs (say, one to four
pitches), if not carrying a rucksack, I’ve found the
holster works well, pushed round the back (except
occasionally in chimneys!). If there’s a chance of
taking a fall, there’s no 100% safe way to carry the
camera. Dare you risk it? Maybe the second should
be doing the carrying? Or get someone else to
do the photography? As you almost certainly are
only taking photos from stances anyway, instant
accessibility becomes less critical and carrying the
camera in a rucksack, if you’re wearing one, isn’t
a problem.

On the bike

Only on the most casual of rides might I feel
comfortable with the camera slung behind me.
Two things help – a properly non-slip strap, and
getting the length right. (If the strap doesn’t have
enough adjustment, get a new strap.)
The waist-belt of a holster is always either too
slack to stay put, or digs in uncomfortably. For
some years I defaulted to carrying
it on a chest-harness instead,
or clipped to rucksack straps
with a bungees and minikarabiners. This is still
the best system when
needing quick access
to the camera, which
can be particularly
critical in bike
shoots. It does
have limitations
though – banging
on the thighs if
you get into an
aero tuck on the
road, shifting
disconcertingly
during technical
mtb descents. It’s
not a cheap solution
and doesn’t work for
everyone; Felicity
Martin found
that a chestharness created
problems with
nerves in her
back.
For road riding,
I’ve often used a handlebar-bag,

which means I can grab the camera
and shoot without dismounting (on
occasions without even stopping!).
However any on-bike system
transmits road-buzz and other
vibration, so extra padding is
needed, and most bar-bags
then aren’t big enough for a
full-frame DSLR and lens.
And I discovered another
problem when using
a bar-bag during the
‘Liverpool Roubaix’
sportive. Let’s just
say I was extremely
glad I’d backed
up the KlikFit
mount with
zipties.
continued

Is this a sensible place
to have the camera on a
neck strap? (That strap
looks over-long to me,
too). Somewhere near the
Jungfraujoch.

Using a handlebar bag. There was extra padding, though it doesn’t
show in the pic. This bag was too small for a DSLR but ﬁne for the
smallish mirrorless camera seen here.
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Anthropologists like Claude L-S reduce all the threedimensional richness of the lived experience down onto
a flat piece of paper. And us photographers – we’re in
exactly the same game. We just use a different set of
sliders...
A good photographer shoots it right straight off.
Color/colour balance, exposure, framing, timing, all of
em spot on. Accordingly, a good photographer shoots
in jpeg format. Well, that’s what they tell me. I wouldn’t
know myself: I’m a bad photographer.
And wouldn’t it be nice if there was a morning-after
pill for photographers? For when you got over excited

* cold light of day = color balance ‘daylight’
5500°, in case you need reminding.

(Left) Fell End above Eskdale, interesting evening light (Right) histogram shows the image as
both bleached out in the sky and saturated black in the shadows

<

RAW

ROTTEN
MOIST
GRILL

and did something you find yourself, in the cold
light of day*, regretting? Well there is – and it’s
called the ‘raw’ format.
OK, with a jpeg image you can edit it
afterwards, in Photoshop or whatever editing
software you like to use. Tweak the colours,
nudge down the exposure, lighten up the
shadows. But you can’t tweak too much, or
the image gets degraded. And some things
you can’t rescue at all: the sky bleached out to
white, the gruesome blue tone when you set
the colour balance to the lightbulb when you
mistook it for the sun.
But raw format preserves every bit of what
went into the camera. Raw format means you
can record your image out in the field with no
preconceptions at all. Then, in the comfort
of your studio, apply the preconceptions
afterwards. Overexposed by a full stop? No
problem. Wrong white balance? Just click back
to what it should have been. Even bleached
out white skies, or saturated black shadows:
slide in the sliders, and see the missing bits
mysteriously reappear from outside the edges
of the histogram.
The downside is roughly twice as much
space taken up on our memory card – which
doesn’t matter, just get a bigger memory
card. But also, twice as much time editing
everything afterwards. Sliding those sliders isn’t
instantaneous, and then the computer takes a
long and dreary 15 seconds outputting a proper
jpeg for everyone to see.
But the reward is, twice as many good
pictures from every photoshoot. If you’re a
really poor photographer, who screws
up on at least one of shutter, exposure,
colour balance or contrast, it could be
even better than that.
So shoot it in raw. Like carrots and
broccoli, it takes twice as long to chew
it up: but it’s just so good for you and
your pictures.

or

T

he idea of content, as applied to semiotic discourse,
is invalid. One should spend one’s time and one’s
research grant in study of the formal structure of the
discourse, wherein its only claim to ‘meaning’ must lie.
More rigorous application of Structuralism says that the
concept of ‘meaning’ is itself meaningless. Or at least
it would be if there were any such a thing as ‘meaning’
for it to not have any of. So it doesn’t matter what your
photo is actually photographing, so long as it obeys the
Rule of Thirds...
And this is how handsome Frenchman Claude
Lévi-Strauss reduced 187 Native American myths and
legends using a simple set of sliders:

<

If it’s rain you’re worried about, pro cameras
have excellent weather-sealing. In showers,
all you need is a soft cloth to wipe drops off the
lens (a good lens hood helps to reduce the need).
Many holsters are waterproof or have waterproof
covers, but both Paddy Dillon and Chiz Dakin
point out that a simple waterproof stuffsack does
the job at minimal cost.
For long wet shoots, camera rain-covers aren’t
necessarily heavy or expensive; prices start just
over £5. In emergency cut a hole in a carrier bag
and secure round the lens with a rubber band.
It’s better if the front element of the lens doesn’t
rotate.
For properly wet activities such as gill
scrambling, canyoning, coasteering and kayaking,
waterproof cases like those from OWPG Associates
Aquapac are very affordable – especially with
Member discount! Their range covers most
cameras. Most are rated to 5m, which serves
snorkelling but not scuba diving. If you do get
unlucky and drop the camera, they will usually
float, though this depends on the exact cameralens combination vis-a-vis how much air is
retained. It’s always a good idea to check in a safe
place first!

Ronald Turnbull extracts photographic insight from some sophisticated French philosophy

h y •f

In the wet

The Raw and the Cooked

ap

continued

My long-term choice for most on-bike work
is a LowePro backpack with side-accessed camera
compartment. The current model is the Photo
Sport BP 200 AW II (RRP £159.95). Mine has been
going strong for many years and I know I’m not
the only OWPG member to use one; it’s a solid
choice for climbing and cross-country skiing too.
With practice you can extract the camera without
unslinging the sack, but if there’s too much other
gear on board the camera compartment can get
compressed.
However, the LowePro isn’t brilliant at staying
put during technical mountain bike descents. For
this, the best pack I’ve used is an Osprey Zealot. It
isn’t a dedicated photo pack and the camera just
rides inside, with or without extra protection,
so I have to allow extra time to stop, dismount,
unsling the sack and extract the camera – and
then reverse the whole process after shooting.
Everything’s a compromise.

3
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(Left) Fell End, after rescue in raw format (Right) Recovery and Blacks are the sliders that
retrieved the off-the-edges bits of the histogram

raw or RAW?

Since I’m being such a good Structuralist, I’m delighted to point out that there’s no such thing as RAW format.
‘RAW’ doesn’t stand for Reproduction As Was, or anything else: it just means ‘raw’. And you won’t ever find a file
coming out of your camera called IMG_102347123.RAW. Instead, every camera has its own unique and personal
way of recording its unprocessed data. IMG_102347123.DNG from a Nikon, DSC00978.ARW from a Sony, and so
on. If your editing software is slightly younger than your camera, then it’ll cope. If not then, very possibly, not.
Adobe has a generic raw format called DNG for ‘digital negative’. There’s a free converter, which can change
even the weird .RWL files from an early Leica digital into .dng. Quite likely the dng will then open in your favourite
picture-botherer software. If not, perhaps in Photoshop.
An Aquapac SLR case doing its job in the Yorkshire Dales.
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The meal, on a winter evening at the Green Dragon (Wensleydale) was perfectly cooked. But the
photo of it – given the tricky lighting and the bleached-out outdoors – that was better taken raw.
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< Ring of Brodgar

/Terry Marsh visits a northern archipelago

S

cratch the surface of Orkney and it
bleeds history, prehistory mostly.
You have only to spend a day or
so on Orkney to realise that the wealth
of Neolithic remains – chambered
cairns, standing stones, souterrains
and stone circles – is a stunning legacy,
bequeathed by distant ancestors. No
wonder then that in 1999 ‘Neolithic
Orkney’ was awarded World Heritage
Status.
Just 10km north of the coast of
mainland Scotland at its nearest, Orkney
is a group of 70 islands and skerries
scattered across the Pentland Firth like
rose petals before a bride. Only twenty
of the islands are inhabited, and most
of those linked by ferries or motorable
causeways.
Kirkwall, on the island known as
Mainland, is the main town, a settlement
first mentioned in the Orkneyinga Saga
in the year 1046 when it is recorded as
the residence of Rögnvald Brusason,
the Earl of Orkney. In terms of size,
it is rivalled only by narrow-streeted
Stromness, birthplace of Eliza Fraser,
who in 1835, survived shipwreck on
the Great Barrier Reef in Australia, was
captured by Aboriginal people, but went
on not only to provide a name for Fraser
Island, but to become a legendary figure
in Australian history.
The Ring of Brodgar, Maes Howe,
the Stones of Stennes and Skara Brae
are the most renowned and popular
prehistoric sites, but the whole ensemble
constitutes a major prehistoric cultural
landscape – arguably the best and most
important in Western Europe − that gives
12 Outdoor focus | summer 2019

GETTING THERE

Fly to Kirkwall Airport with
Loganair, from Inverness,
Glasgow, Edinburgh and
Sumburgh.
www.loganair.co.uk
Northlink Ferries operate
car ferry services from both
Aberdeen (to Kirkwall) and
Scrabster (to Stromness).
www.northlinkferries.co.uk
Pentland Ferries run a
catamaran service from Gills
Bay to St Margaret’s, Hope
(the shortest crossing to
Orkney).
www.pentlandferries.co.uk
John o’Groats Ferries operate
a summer-only pedestrian
service between John
o’Groats and Burwick on
South Ronaldsay
www.jogferry.co.uk
Tourist information
Destination Orkney, The Travel
Centre, West Castle Street,
Kirkwall, Orkney KW15 1GU.
Tel: +44 (1856) 872856.
admin@visitorkney.com
www.orkney.com

www.terrymarsh.com

a graphic depiction of life in this remote
archipelago some 5,000 years ago.
For my money, the Broch of Gurness
exceeds Skara Brae in its extent,
construction and intrigue, and thankfully
lies too far from the cruise ship port in
Kirkwall for it ever to need the kind of
management introduced at Skara Brae
and Maes Howe since my first visit over
twenty years ago. Likewise, the smaller
(hands-and-knees) chambered cairns
on Cuween Hill and Wideford Hill are
miniature versions of Maes Howe, while
the Tomb of the Eagles, which you have
to enter lying on your back on a pulley, is
a remarkable Stone Age tomb well worth
seeking out (ND470846) at the southern
tip of South Ronaldsay, and discovered
only as recently as 1950.
The Brough of Birsay, too, is a
fascinating place (HY239285), not
least because you can only get to it, by
a constructed pedestrian causeway, at
low tide. Thankfully, the tourist office
in Kirkwall put out a daily ‘What’s On’
pdf, which also gives the low tide times
at Birsay. And while you’re waiting, take
time out to visit the nearby Earl’s Palace,
a ruined 16th-century castle, built by
Robert Stewart, illegitimate son of King
James V and his mistress.
New archaeological discoveries are
being made each year, even in the centre
of Kirkwall where road improvements
recently exposed sections of the 14thcentury Kirkwall Castle built without
royal consent by Earl Henry Sinclair
at a time when Orkney was still ruled
by Scandinavian kings. There are
excavations at older sites that continue
Fulmars >

Narrow streets, Stromness

<

ORKNEY

during the summer months at several
locations, notably at the already
important Ness of Brodgar, a thin strip of
land between the lochs of Stenness and
Harray.
Of more recent history, Orkney makes
no attempt to conceal the impact of its
wartime past. Most evident, and linking
the southern islands, are the so-called
Churchill Barriers built as a defensive
measure to prevent enemy ships and
submarines from entering Scapa Flow,
which housed the bulk of Britain’s fleet
at the time. Two of the four barriers have
now been listed by Historic Environment
Scotland. Travelling through Orkney
today, it’s difficult to imagine the islands
as they were in 1939, a bustling naval
base in constant fear of German U-boats
getting past the inadequate blockship
and net defences. The barriers were
formally opened by the first Lord of the
Admiralty on 12 May 1945: ironically just
in time for the end of the war.
Elsewhere, Hoxa Head near St
Margaret’s on South Ronaldsay is a
good example, there are remains of gun
emplacements, concrete bunkers, watch
towers and memorials from the Second
World War, enough to satisfy even the
most ardent military historian.
For the walker, the opportunities
are comparatively limited. There are
no sizeable hills other than on Hoy,
and even there they don’t make it to
500 metres in height. For the cyclist,
while there is limited scope for offroad cycling, the roads on Orkney are
generally in good condition, even the
many side roads that criss-cross the
island.
Hoy is more famous for the sea stack,
the Old Man of Hoy. But there are others
– Yesnaby, for example, and a little to
the north of that at the Bay of Burwick
– and if it’s coastal walking you’re after
then you have plenty to go at. Some has
found its way into the St Magnus Way,

GETTING AROUND

The best way to get around
is by car. There are car hire
facilities at the airport:
www.orkneycarhire.co.uk. In
addition, Loganair operates
scheduled island-hopping
flights within Orkney,
linking Mainland with the
northern isles of Eday, North
Ronaldsay, Sanday, Stronsay,
Westray and Papa Westray.
There is a Stagecoach bus
service around Mainland:
www.stagecoachbus.com
Rent a bike from Orkney Cycle
Hire in Stromness:
www.orkneycyclehire.co.uk
Inter-island car ferries are
operated by Orkney Ferries.
If you plan inter-island ferry
travel, be sure to book
ahead…don’t leave things to
chance.
www.orkneyferries.co.uk.

a 55-miles pilgrimage route devised to
coincide with the 900th anniversary
of Magnus’ martyrdom in 2017 on the
island of Egilsay (the only stretch that
isn’t on the Mainland).
For many it will be the wildlife that
brings them to Orkney, and I don’t
mean ‘clubbing’ (of which there is very
little). No, it’s the natural history that
astounds. Killer whale and dolphin often
come right into Kirkwall Bay, and seals
bask all around the coast on anything
that will support their weight. Birdlife
is outstanding, and rarities are blown in
at any time of year to settle among the
seasonally resident long-tailed duck,
Slavonian grebe, black-tailed godwit,
red-throated diver, white-tailed eagle,
whooper swan, puffin, guillemot and
razorbill.
And when – if – you ever have your
fill of Mainland Orkney and the easily
accessible southern islands, there are
the northern isles to keep you occupied.
Rousay in particular is readily accessible
from Tingwall on Mainland, and has a
range of chambered cairns and, arguably,
the finest of the Orkney brochs, that at
Mid Howe.
The more remote islands, however,
require a measure of forward planning.
They are accessible throughout the year,
but the winter ferry timetable operates
between September and early May with
limited options if all you want is a day
trip.
This is a wonderful place, more sky
than land, where the aurora borealis
can catch you out (if you’re lucky),
and the night skies are as dark as can
be. The Orcadian-born writer George
Mackay Brown admirably described
Orkney as ‘…a microcosm of the world…
continuously inhabited for about 6,000
years and the layers of cultures and
races are inescapable and unavoidable
wherever you go.’
In that, he hit the nail on the head.
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Book reviews Roly Smith

Quest into the Unknown: My
Life as a Climbing Nomad
Tony Howard
Vertebrate Publishing, £14.95 (pb)

F

or a man who has lived in the
same Chew Valley village for
all his 70-odd years, Tony
Howard has probably explored more
parts of the untrodden world than
anyone else in history.
Coming from the same
adventurous tradition as Eric
Shipton, Bill Tilman and Wilfred
Thesiger, long-time Guild member
Tony Howard is indisputably one of
the world’s greatest explorers. His
maxim, repeated several times in
this enthralling account of his long
and exciting life, sums it up: “You
never know unless you go.”
Howard is probably best
known in the climbing world
as a founding partner of Troll
Climbing Equipment, designing
and producing the first commercial
range of nuts, the first climbing sit
harness and the first sewn slings.
His many climbing achievements
include the epic first ascent of
the 1,000-foot eponymous Troll
Wall in Romsdal, Norway in 1965,
recounted 46 years later in his Troll
Wall.
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But it is as an explorer of the
world’s wildest places that Howard
is best known. This weighty, 420page tome faithfully records his
explorations of, among others,
Norway, Greenland, Canada,
India, Oman, Morocco, Jordan and
Palestine. He was instrumental in
creating the Jordan Trail, a 400mile long-distance route from Umm
Qais in the north to the coastal city
of Aqaba in the south.
And he and his faithful
companion Di will always be most
closely associated with opening
up the desert peaks of Jordan,
particularly Wadi Rum, memorably
described by TE Lawrence as
“magnificent…vast, echoing and
God-like.” It was a viewing of David
Lean’s classic 1962 movie Lawrence
of Arabia that first introduced Tony
and Di to that awesome and then
hardly-visited location.
And it is among the “vast,
echoing” ramparts of Wadi Rum
where Howard’s heart still lies. In a
memorable account of his first visit,
the author describes: “…massive
red, wind-weathered, weirdly
shaped cliffs jutting up from orange
sands beneath an incomparably blue
sky.”
To quote Lawrence again, “All
men dream, but not equally. …the
dreamers of the day are dangerous
men, for they may act on their
dreams with open eyes, to make
them possible.”
Tony Howard certainly qualifies
as a dreamer of the day.

The South Yorkshire Moors
Christopher Goddard
Gritstone Publishing, £12.99 (pb)

T

his hand-drawn guide to
walking and exploring
the Dark Peak moors west
of Sheffield produced by the
Gritstone Publishing co-operative
is unfortunately titled. The vast
majority of the 21 walks described
are actually quite comfortably
within the borders of Derbyshire.
Clearly influenced by his
upbringing in Sheffield, the author

admits to his bias, and says he
does not mean to disparage the
“wonderful and varied” county of
Derbyshire. He advises the reader
to read the book as not just South
Yorkshire, but as South Yorkshire
and parts of north Derbyshire.
The confusion over the title
shouldn’t distract from what I
believe is one of the best handcrafted walking guides to the Dark
Peak since Mark Richards’ High Peak
Walks for Cicerone back in 1982.
It follows the format of the
author’s previous successful guides
to The West Yorkshire Moors and
The West Yorkshire Woods, with
detailed, colour-washed sketches
and extensive and well-researched
notes on geology, wildlife and
human history. The routes range
from Dunford Bridge in the north to
the Chatsworth Moors in the south,
and are described in 150 packed
pages.
Although quite difficult to read
because of the single-column
setting, the introductory sections on
geology and history are fascinating.
Particularly interesting are the
essay on trespass and access and
the account of the Mass Trespass in
1932. This reveals that GHB Ward,
“King of the Clarion Ramblers”
(to whom the trespass is often still

incorrectly attributed), was actually
leading a walk on the other side of
the Peak District on that day!
But it is not true to say that
there were no further trespasses
for 50 years after those which
took place in 1932. Groups like
SCAM (the Sheffield Campaign
for Access to Moorland) and
individuals continued to trespass in
a completely responsible manner
until the passing of the CROW Act in
2000.

Nidderdale Way
Beth Rimmer
Rucksack Readers, £12.99 (pb)

L

ong-time Guild member
Paul Hannon once described
Nidderdale, perhaps the least
known of the major Yorkshire Dales,
as “the jewel of the Dales.”
And to its aficionados, it is still
a mystery why it was excluded
from the Yorkshire Dales National
Park when it was designated in
1954. It was especially difficult to
understand in 2016, after the Park
area was extended by a quarter
into the beautiful but surely less
attractive Lune Valley and northern
Howgills in the west.
The story was it was the string
of three reservoirs – Gouthwaite,
Scar House and Angram, built to
provide urgently-needed water for
industrial Bradford – which was
the deciding factor against original
inclusion. But in truth, they have
all weathered in and now provide
considerable added interest to this
sadly under-estimated landscape.
Retired GP Beth Rimmer had always
believed that Nidderdale lived up

to its ancient Celtic name, which
means “brilliant.” So when she
discovered that all previous guides
to the Nidderdale Way (including
Paul Hannon’s), were out of print,
she had found the ideal retirement
project.
The result, in Rucksack Readers’
new 20 per cent lighter format,
maintains the larger (1:40,000)
map scale, with more (over 95)
beautifully-reproduced pictures and
same amount of always informative
and detailed text.
Nidderdale highlights, some just
off the main 54-mile waymarked
route, include the How Stean gorge,
Pateley Bridge, Fountains Abbey,
Ripon and its cathedral, Ripley
and its castle, and Brimham’s
spectacular Rocks.

south west Scotland. And in 2009,
he came up with the 57-mile Cowal
Way, connecting some of the main
heritage sites between the ferry
at Portavadie on Loch Fyne and
Inveruglas on the western shore
of Loch Lomond. It also links the
Kintyre Way with the West Highland
Way, and runs for over half its
length through the Loch Lomond
and Trossachs National Park.
This is a fully-revised version
of the original Rucksack Readers
guides, and includes the 30-mile
West Island Way round the Isle of
Bute – Scotland’s first waymarked
long distance footpath. A five-page
feature on the lovely Isle of Bute,
enclosed by the “lobster’s claw” of
the two arms of the peninsula, is
also included.
Highlights include the scramble
up to The Cobbler, in “the Arrochar
Alps”, the ascent of Coilessan Glen,
with its fine views of the Luss Hills,
Ben Lomond and Beinn Bheula;
Lochgoilhead and Drimsynie
House, and the unpronounceable
Tighnabruaich, (try “tine-ah-bruach”), once home to the famous
Clyde steam “puffers”, on the Kyles
of Bute.

Loch Lomond & Cowal Way
James McLuckie with Michael Kaufmann
Rucksack Readers, £12.99 (pb)

A

fter 25 years in the military,
James McLuckie was looking
for a base for his proposed
outdoor training centre. He found
his ideal situation in the “hidden
gem” of the Cowal peninsula in
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Psst, a word of advice...

Sharing handy tips and expertise is what Guild membership is all about, according to our Professional Development
Officer Andrew McCloy, so why not take a look at the newly-revised Advice Notes written by members, for members?

Invoices not being paid on time? Stuck for a choice
of camera? Bewildered by contract small print? Tax
and Self-assessment blues? It’s no easy task earning

a living from the outdoors, especially when so many
of us work independently and there’s so many angles
to cover - from chasing the next commission to
promoting what we do, let alone organising our time
efficiently and managing our financial affairs.
Although many of us are in the same game and
to an extent in competition, a key benefit of Guild
membership is to share experiences and offer mutual
support, which will hopefully improve professional
skills across the board. And however old in the tooth
you may be, there’s always something to learn!
The Guild’s Advice Notes have been developed
over the years to help with this knowledge transfer,
sometimes simply passing on tips or lessons from
hard-won experiences. They don’t pretend to be the
last word, or the definitive answer, but as Ronald
Turnbull observes in the introduction to his note
on Publishing Contracts, when you’ve negotiated
26 of them over many years and with a variety of
publishers, you do tend to learn a thing or two.

Advice, guidance, tips and assistance

There are currently 18 separate Advice Notes,
most of them newly-revised or in some cases
completely re-written. They cover all the steps,
from Getting Published in the first place through
to landing Publishing Deals and giving Book Talks.
There’s expert advice from some of the Guild’s top
photographers, including an impartial look at current
camera choices in Tools of the Trade and protecting
yourself from Image Theft; as well as tips on chasing
late payers and Unpaid Invoices and filing your Tax
and Self-assessment.
However, we’re keen that the Advice Notes
remain current and grow in number. If you have any
additions (or perhaps corrections) to existing ones do
let us know; and in particular please suggest some
new notes. We have a growing number of members
involved in new media, and experience of marketing
and social media, so could you put together advice
on aspects of these areas? It doesn’t have to be long
or complex, but simply share some of your expertise
and offer a few tips for fellow Guild members looking
to widen their own knowledge. Contact us via the
website or email andrew.mccloy@binternet.com or
Chiz@peakimages.co.uk.
The Advice Notes are all available as free
downloads from the Member Area of the Guild
website www.owpg.org.uk. However, please be
aware that they are compiled on behalf of the OWPG
for the benefit of its members only; so please don’t
transmit or reproduce them in any form without
written consent.
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WRITING, PUBLISHING AND CONTRACTS

Getting Published A brief guide to presenting your book project
to a publisher, by Jonathan Williams of Cicerone Press
Pitching to Magazines How to pitch your idea for an article to a
magazine, by John Manning, editor of Lakeland Walker and The
Cumbrian
Publishing Contracts Advice on the ins and outs of contracts by
Ronald Turnbull
Publishing Deals A summary of the publishing deals offered to
authors, including the pitfalls of Ebooks and Print on Demand
(POD) contracts. Compiled by the Society of Authors and kindly
shared by them
Negligent Mis-statement A short guide to liability, indemnity
and protecting yourself by Nicola Solomon and kindly made
available by the Society of Authors

PHOTOGRAPHY
Image Theft How to make image theft harder and retrieve
income lost through piracy, by Chris Howes
7 Digital Workflow A guide to organising and tracking the way you
process, store, identify and deliver your images, by Jon Sparks
8 Tools of the Trade An up to date look at the latest choices in
cameras, by Jon Sparks, with assistance from Chiz Dakin
9 Stock Agencies A look at the rewards (or otherwise) of picture
libraries like Alamy, by Ronald Turnbull, Jon Sparks, Simon
Whaley, Chris Howes and Chiz Dakin
10 Re-sizing Images General advice on techniques by Ronald
Turnbull
11 Photography for Writers 1: Histograms How an understanding
of histograms will improve your photography, by Ronald Turnbull
12 Photography for Writers 2: Auto White Balance Achieving
white balance in your photos by Ronald Turnbull
6

FINANCIAL
13 Secondary Rights A round-up of the potential income from
public lending and photocopying of authors’ work, including
PLR, ALCS and DACS, by Ronald Turnbull
14 Tax and Self-Assessment A summary for self employed outdoor
writers and photographers, including information on expenses
and allowances, by Ronald Turnbull
15 Unpaid Invoices A short, 6-step guide to extracting money from
late- or non-payers and the various options available, by Ronald
Turnbull
MISCELLANEOUS
16 Book Talks The collected thoughts of Vivienne Crow, Paddy
Dillon, Jon Sparks and Ronald Turnbull on the how, why and
whether-you-should of book talks
17 Press Trips How to organise your own, who to contact and
points to bear in mind, by Terry Marsh
18 Rights of Way Law A short guide to rights of way law and
legislation in different parts of the UK, including where you go
and on what, by Jon Sparks

